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Trigger warning
&

Safe Space for all



Disclaimers

• Language warning 
• This may get uncomfortable – that’s the 

point
• You being here = open…but do we challenge 

who challenge us in this work
• Also, no one is immune 

• THE GOAL IS to catch your bias BEFORE you 
put it out into the world





Online Bias Testing
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html

https://www.americanbar.org/groups/litigation/initiatives/t
ask-force-implicit-bias/implicit-bias-test/

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/litigation/initiatives/task-force-implicit-bias/implicit-bias-test/


Open Discussion
Let’s take some time to unpack those results either privately or openly.

Did you get the results you expected?
How did they make you feel?

Does this change how you see yourself?
Will it change how you self-monitor?



Bias
“prejudice in favor of or against one thing, person, or group compared with another, usually in a 

way considered to be unfair.”

“cause to feel or show inclination or prejudice for or against someone or something.”

Remember: We are but only a combination of our 

experiences and exposure. 

Hate is taught; bias is learned, and it is not always in 

your control.

It is, however, within your control to fix it.





How to address biases:

1. ADMIT IT, identify it, speak truth to it
2. Explore it
3. Catch yourself
4. Apologize, correct
5. Practice not doing that again



Implicit Vs. Explicit Bias

Unaware

Subconscious

Usually 
associated with 
stereotypes

Implicit 
Bias

Overt

Conscious

Usually 
associated with 
a fear response

Explicit 
Bias



Activity

Paint this image in your mind. Park, trees, court. 
Boy goes to pick up ball, police officer calls to boy before he attempts to pick it up. What's 
happening?
• What kind of park? 
• What kind of court/ball? 
• What's the officer saying or how is he communicating?
• What other details that you imagined call out to you?



Common Biases

• Ethnicity/racial
• Appearance 
• Language
• Ability 

• Gender/Gender Identity
• Gender roles
• “norms”/expression
• Transgender individuals

• Sexual Orientation 
• Heteronormativity
• Heterosexism

• Age
• Disability

Less common but still bias:
• Profession
• Geographic area 



Common Biases

For the following activity, reflect on the following 
scenarios; if you think the behavior is biased, mark down 
whether you think they are biased behavior or not; if so, 
why and if not, why not? 



Is this bias behavior?

• Your client comes in complaining about not being able to find a job, you offer the advice that, 
“maybe if you straighten your hair, employers will respond better.”

• Same as above, 
Your (male) client comes in complaining of not being able to get a job, you offer the 

advice that, “it may help to not (as a male), wear make-up to the interview.”



Is this bias behavior?

• You see your colleague at the department holiday party and comment, “Hey, you clean up 
nice. Outside of uniform you look like a real woman.”

• Someone comes in and starts speaking Spanish to you, you don’t speak Spanish, so you call 
upon your colleague who you do not know, Officer Garcia for assistance.

• You are introduced to your new colleague, who appears to you to have grey hair. To let them 
know you’re excited about working with them, you say, “I’m so excited to partner with you. At 
your age, you must have a ton of wisdom to share.”  

• One of your black male colleagues recently cut his dreadlocks and you hear your boss say, 
“Wow, I love the haircut. It looks so much more professional. Now I can invite you to higher 
status meetings.” 



Microaggressions -
“a term used for brief and commonplace daily verbal, behavioural, or environmental 
indignities, whether intentional or unintentional, that communicate hostile, derogatory, or 
negative prejudicial slights and insults toward any group, particularly culturally marginalized 
groups.”

https://www.microaggressions.com/

Social Policing 

https://www.microaggressions.com/








Private reflection:
What is a microaggression you have experiences?

• Can you name it/identify it?
• Was it direct or indirect?
• How did it make you feel?
• Did you interrupt it?
• Why/why not?



Reducing ethnic and racial disparity is
Increasing awareness and actively seeking to reduce barriers to service for ethnic and racial minorities



Why Allies are SO important



Reflection
What was your first experience with racism?
Was it direct, indirect? How did it make you feel?
Did you interrupt it? If so, how; if not, why not?
If you could go back, what would you do differently, if anything?



Decrease bias-based behaviors…

1. Be proactive: get to know yourself and your own biases; confront them.
2. Acknowledge when it’s happening

1. Internally & externally  

3. Take accountability and be open to correction
1. DO NOT, make the offended person feel BAD for correcting you about offending THEM

4. Correct, work to not make comments or jokes like that again



10 Ways to Reduce Bias in the Workplace

•Recognize that we’re all human beings and that our brains 
make mistakes. Simply being aware of unconscious bias 
can immediately start to reduce our reliance on 
generalizations or stereotypes.

•Establish clear criteria in advance of making 
decisions (hiring, promotion, etc.) so that bias gets taken 
out of the decision-making process.

•Hold decision-makers accountable, including 
yourself. Scrutinize the criteria and think through whether 
it unintentionally screens out certain good candidates for 
hiring or promotion.



• Survey employees confidentially to find out what is really going on in every aspect 
of the employment process – from pre-screening resumes to hiring to promotion 
to career opportunities, through compensation and engagement and 
development as well as the performance management process.

• Train leadership and employees with an open dialogue and awareness, and 
encourage the initiative to go beyond the classroom to affinity groups, mentoring 
programs and ongoing benchmarking against best practices.

https://www.infoprolearning.com/business-performance-gap-analysis/


• Pair training with best practices such as joint interviews of 
applicants and requirements that candidate slates include 
diverse prospects.

• Include practices to change the culture such as micro-
affirmations, including acts of opening doors to opportunity, 
gestures of inclusion and caring, acts of listening, giving 
credit to others, and fair and balanced feedback.

• Reward employees who engage with affinity groups and 
bring out the best in the culture by strengthening diversity.

• Be transparent in the progress against your goals.

• Remind yourself frequently of the importance of recognizing 
bias and strive to be fair at all times.



Some thoughts…

• Making minorities apologies for you offending them 
• BELIEVE someone when they feel marginalized – It’s so deep rooted and effects everyone of color, every minority; 

even those who appear “privileged” 
• Forge authentic relationships with people; 
• Willing to be open and vulnerable and compassionate to all people 
• Humanness being used to dismiss – dismissive and to comfort you -

• “we are all human” “I don’t see color” – an easy out 
• STAY CURIOUS; Model curiosity, not attack
• EXPERIENCES ARE DIFFERENT AND SO THAT DOES CHANGE WHO YOU ARE ON THE INSIDE

• Brown egg situation 
• The power is in asking questions and HEARING
• US and US 
• Do not attack those that advocate differently from you
• Our own lens are very limiting, stay humble; listen and truly see
• Why are people resistant?

• Feeling attacked 
• EGO

• Connect on the fact that you will never be that person, they will never be you..and that, you share



Benefits of Cultural Awareness & 
Addressing Biases 

• Better performance within teams
• Which can lead to potential employment 

benefits/promotions/etc…  
• Higher rates of connectedness with colleagues

• Better rapport with your folks
• Which leads to better outcomes: less incidence, 

higher respect, higher likelihood to complete 
services successfully



Next Steps…

• Identify personal biases in order to address them; awareness is key
• Identify and map out your own procedure for addressing disparities and diversity needs:
• How will you address a lack of diversity if need be?
• How will you correct if you mistakenly become part of inequity?





Suggested Practice(s)

• Identify personal biases in order to address them; awareness is key
• Identify and map out your own procedure for addressing disparities and diversity needs:
• Who will you reach out to if/when you engage with a transgender person?

• Your immediate supervisor
• How will you address a lack of diversity if need be?
• How will you correct if you mistakenly become part of inequity?

• i.e. mis-gender someone/use the wrong pronoun



Activity

• Write down 3 things that you can do every single day to 
1. Decrease the incidents of your own bias
2. Decrease the incidents of bias from those around you 
3. Decrease the biases that we know are built into our systems

1. What systems do you work or live in?
2. What biases are there?

1. How can you impact them?



Open Discussion
Let’s debrief and ensure we are leaving this space in a helpful, healing way.
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• http://kirwaninstitute.osu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/2014-implicit-bias.pdf
(skip to pg. 20 for DEBIASING) This source identifies how implicit and explicit biases manifest themselves 
in different facets of life. Education, healthcare, penal systems, etc. It also mentions resources for how to 
address and examine those biases.)
• https://www.ted.com/talks/mellody_hobson_color_blind_or_color_brave?language=en#t-145389

(I actually recommend watching the entire video when you get a chance. Often times, I hear and 
experience White people telling me they don't see color and while that may seem a noble thing, it 
negates our existence as POC in this world. What's the work we should engage in to help us debunk the 
myths and stereotypes associated with discussing race and the biases associated with those?)

• https://www.racialequitytools.org/resourcefiles/olson.pdf
(It's impossible to address those biases without acknowledging where they came from or how they were 
formed. Unlearning racism is an educational process, even for POC as white supremacist ideologies have 
pervaded even our thoughts and feelings about ourselves)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=503&v=uYyvbgINZkQ&feature=emb_logo
(Myers tackles how to dismantle biases and mentions that the primary way to do so is by embracing 
discomfort in expanding our circles, personally and professionally. She talks about it from a Black 
perspective but I can easily argue the opposite for Black people. We do not trust many White people and 
I while many would argue that we're within our right to do so, authentic relationships are the only way 
we are going to be able to sit down and have critical conversations with the people at our tables)

http://kirwaninstitute.osu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/2014-implicit-bias.pdf
https://www.ted.com/talks/mellody_hobson_color_blind_or_color_brave?language=en
https://www.racialequitytools.org/resourcefiles/olson.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=503&v=uYyvbgINZkQ&feature=emb_logo

